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Der Volkslehrer visits Horst Mahler outside Prison Hospital!
Der Volkslehrer Published on Nov 24, 2018
Als wir erfuhren, wo in Brandenburg a.d. Havel
Horst Mahler einsitzt, statteten wir ihm einen
Besuch ab und übermittelten unsere Grüße. Auch

wenn die Verständigung stark erschwert war,
konnten
wir
uns
z.B.
über
Herr
Mahlers
Gesundheitszustand informieren. Doch sehet und
höret selbst!

Can you hear me, Herr Mahler?

Note the top window is still open and a conversation is possible…
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After exchanging a few words with Horst Mahler, the top window is closed.
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEUGHdmAZhY

_________________________________________________
Alison Chabloz alison-chabloz@hotmail.com
Upcoming court dates / Remembrance Day 2018,
20 November 2018 12:48 AM

Dear Friends,
Thank you to all who replied to my last email which
included
my
latest parody
"Lying
Thieves".
Apologies for not responding individually and for
yet another impersonal mass email: busy times
ahead! Please do let me know if you didn't receive
the song and I will send you a copy.

Armed Forces who lost their lives during the
peacekeeping mission to Palestine 1945-1948.

Upcoming court dates for my Appeal against
conviction and sentencing are scheduled for
December 10, 11 and 12 at Southwark Crown
Court in central London.
My solicitor informs it is quite possible that the
court may have other urgent business and may
therefore have to postpone.
In other news, I was honoured to lay a wreath at
the Cenotaph in London last Sunday November 11
in remembrance of the 784 members of the British

Below you will find the link to some photos and a
short video of the speeches given by Richard
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Edmonds, Tony Martin, Jordan Pont and myself at
the rally afterwards. Many thanks to National Front
Chairman and Deputy Chairman for organising the
traditional Remembrance Day parade and allowing
me to participate.

Jewish community centres. As we know, it turned
out that these bomb threats were the work of a
"mentally unstable" Israeli Jew...

***
Remembrance Sunday 2018 - National Front
The National Front marked the 100th Anniversary
of the end of World War I by parading to the
Cenotaph. Members and supporters of the National
Front paraded through London laying wreaths at
the Cenotaph and the Memorial to the Women who
served in World War II, Then held an outdoor rally
near by. www.nationalfront.info

Alison Chabloz recites Mike Walsh’s poem: No
longer need for armies … it’s cheaper and achieves
the same to send the refugees…

Alison Chabloz lays a wreath!

*http://www.nationalfront.info/2018/11/13/remembra
nce-sunday-2018/

***
Finally, alongside preparations for my Appeal, I
have been submitting several Subject Access
Requests (SAR) to various organisations all
involved to some extent in the conspiracy to have
me prosecuted (visibly not for the "sending" of my
songs over the Internet, but rather for the
messages contained within the songs themselves).
Companies and organisations must comply within
30 days according to the new GDPR rules. One
organisation showing particular reticence is The
Jewish Chronicle.
My SAR to the JC was submitted following an online
article which associates the Pittsburgh Synagogue
shooting with "UK far right extremists" on Gab, one
of the social media platforms used by the shooter
and which the enemies of free speech wish to see
closed down. As well as citing my name, the JC
article goes further in claiming that I would use
Gab to "urge supporters" to donate via PayPal to a
"legal fund".
As we have seen so many times in the past, this is
one of the tried and tested techniques used by
those wishing to stifle free and open debate. It's
how they do it: demonise the messenger - not the
message. Indeed, the article reminds me of several
similar pieces published last year by the Canadian
press, during my tour there organised by Paul
Fromm, which associated my visit with the spate of
bomb threats to US and Canadian Synagogues and

In short, the JC's unfounded allegation inevitably
led to my PayPal account being shut down last
Tuesday, without explanation and without recourse
to appeal. In addition to my SAR, I have submitted
a complaint about the JC article to the Independent
Press Standards Organisation. A couple of recent
posts published on my website give details of
successful SARs so far (link below). On the advice
of a friend, I have set up an alternative to PayPal
which can be found on my website.
Again, thanks to all for your support and messages
of good will. I will keep you informed concerning
my Appeal and hope to see a good turnout at
Southwark Crown Court on the day.
Musical wishes,
Alison Chabloz.
PS If you no longer wish to receive emails please
let me know.

Alison Chabloz
The Subject Access Request dealt with by Edinburgh
Fringe was the first and, to date, the most helpful of all
SARs submitted. The 2016 EdFringe SAR contains much
the same sort of complaints made against me as in 2015.
Revealingly, even EdFringe staff admit that one particular
Twitter account, RTingBot, is focused on me and is
attempting to get me prosecuted.

*https://alisonchabloz.com/

_________________________________________________
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The Value of Human Life
By Gerard
I never thought I would be writing regular letters
to people in jail. I mean, if they’re in jail they’re
anti-social, right? Or even worse. So why would
one want to communicate with them? For
instance, who would have corresponded with
Charles Manson? Or with the Moors Killers? Well,
they all had faithful followers on the outside.
Catholic zealot Lord Longford championed fellow
Catholic Myra Hindley’s cause for 35 years and
used to visit her regularly. Must have been a thrill
for the old bugger or something. Although she was
‘the most reviled woman in the country’, he
believed that ‘no one was above redemption’ *https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2006/oct/14/ukcri
me.weekend7.

Nowadays, inmates are just as likely to be
harmless prisoners of conscience as dangerous
psychopaths.
This is where imprisonment as a punishment
shows its weakness. Public money shouldn’t be
wasted on locking people up for expressing their
thoughts, any more than it should be wasted on
keeping psychopaths alive.
You may say that the law is the law and both
categories of prisoner broke it, and therefore have
to take the consequences. However, a law that
protects society from its more vicious and violent
members must be right, whereas a law that
prevents people from speaking their minds is
clearly wrong. So the law, as so often, is an ass.
But why is the law an ass? The law doesn’t exist
independent of law-makers. They agitate to pass
these laws. So, who are they? Law-makers may be
public-spirited, or they may have ulterior motives.
Sometimes, they’re just misguided religious bigots
and ideologists, like Longford and others who for
mysterious personal reasons tried to exculpate a
monster. Often, they’re suborned to lobby for the
passage of laws that serve only their cronies, like
the laws against freedom of speech (colloquially
known as ‘hate speech’ laws), invented to protect
negligible minorities, only significant because the
law makes them so.
Ultimately, the standard of legislation may depend
on the relative value of human life, as much that
of the privileged law-makers as of the citizenvictims within their jurisdiction, who must suffer
the repercussions of their meddling.
What is the value of a human life? The daft notion
that all humans are created equal must be
dismissed from the start, as just another piece of
altruistic propaganda. First, no one is created, they
are born. Second, their divergent genealogical
inheritance alone demonstrates their inequality.
Initially, a human unit has potential, nothing more.
That unit may or may not fulfill its potential, based
on a great many unforeseen factors, including
luck. Each individual defends or proves their own
value by their actions and achievements. They

Menuhin
may accumulate or shed value during their
lifetime, just as they accumulate or shed
knowledge.
The accumulated wisdom and experience of a
sixty-year-old cannot be equated with the brash
energy of youth. Yet, instances of the wrongheadedness of replacing older with younger
employees, just to save the cost of pensions, are
legion.
Unfortunately, the value of a particular human is
not determined by their wisdom or experience, or
by some impartial judgement allied with common
sense, but by the modish prejudices of their
contemporaries, and, every more insistently, by
the bias of the same folk who force through laws
which are detrimental to all but themselves. So
our collective or individual value rests on their
appraisal of our use to them. Those who pander to
their bias survive until their use abates, while
those who offend them are fined or locked up. Our
welfare doesn’t figure on their agenda.
This means that just about every decision which
affects us is based on deception.
The world over, societies are divided into three
classes: the deceivers and those who are linked to
them by advantage and their ability to aid and
abet them (politicians, leading public servants,
heads of major international corporations, military
officials, celebrities); those who, when they don’t
provide cannon fodder may be left to perish; the
few who denounce the deceivers.
The latter are the ones who perceive the injustice
in the system. They’re the heroes to whom I write.
Despite the very real threat of imprisonment, they
fight this cartel because they’re in full possession
of the truth – as opposed to the despicable
regurgitators of alleged ‘facts’, provided ad
nauseam by subsidized ‘eye-witnesses’, trotted out
in courtrooms to give their imaginations a run. The
context of a trial should award the necessary
gravitas to discredit what is mere agitprop, but the
laws are stacked against the dissident.
The two sides engage in a kind of parallel debate.
The court declares that the accused has broken
the law. The accused responds that the law
protects a corrupt system. Naturally, the court
refuses to accept this accusation and takes refuge
in abstractions like ‘hate speech’. When words
have lost their meaning and the connotation of
truth has become meaningless, deeds intended to
save humanity for the common good are pointless.
By definition, dissidents are always in the minority.
Does the dauntless behaviour of a few diminish the
value of the many, less insightful, less honest, less
courageous? It depends on one’s perception of the
common good. In an ethnic community, the
common good is self-evident; in a chaotic society,
the concept of a common good is inexistent; each
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acts for themselves and no one feels responsible
for their acts. The further our ethnic cohesion
disintegrates, the closer we become to being a
counter-community of dupes.
So, what is the value of life? It’s an existential, not
a moral question. Is it wrong to live carelessly?
Not necessarily. People cannot be blamed for
evading the truth, if it’s unpleasant; for enjoying
themselves at the expense of truths they no longer

understand.
Is it a matter of self-respect?
Perhaps. When free time is spent exclusively in
pursuit of superficial pleasures, like shopping, such
a choice constitutes a kind of consolation for being
alive. Yet, that is a crime against oneself, a
devaluation of the benefit of breathing.
What is the value of human life when the living
exhibit such contempt for their own existence?

________________________________________________
FOR THE RECORD
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War hero’s daughter AWOL, fearing deportation

Mary-Anne Bird, a 29-year veteran of the Army Reserve, at her home in Tolga, west of Cairns.
Picture: Romy Bullerjahn

Charlie Peel, Journalist, @charliepeeled
12:00AM November 2, 2018, 49 Comments
The Papuan-born daughter of a decorated
Australian World War II veteran is on the run,
fearing deportation after living in Queensland for
56 years because her citizenship became invalid in
1975, when her country of birth moved to
independence.
Mary-Anne and Catherine Bird, daughters of US
Small Ships Association veteran John Bird, who is
the brother of the late pioneering aviator Nancy
Bird-Walton, believed all of their lives that they
were Australians, holding citizenship certificates
and Australian passports.
They had been born in the 1950s in Papua — then
an Australian protectorate — and automatically
obtained Australian citizenship before moving to
north Queensland in the early 1970s.
Read Next
On Papua New Guinea Independence Day,
September 16, 1975, the new constitution meant
the Bird siblings automatically acquired Papua New
Guinean citizenship and unknowingly lost their
Australian citizenship.
Mary-Anne, 64, of Tolga, west of Cairns, was
shocked to learn last year when she applied to
renew her fourth Australian passport that she was
not a citizen.
Officials told her that an administrative oversight
meant she and her sister had not been made aware
of the situation when applying for documentation
earlier in their lives.

Mary-Anne, who is older than Catherine, has
served in the Army Reserve for 29 years.

Nancy Bird-Walton, the women’s aunt, in Bourke in 1935

She has been granted a bridging visa and is waiting
for her citizenship application to be processed.
But Catherine, who was told her 1985 citizenship
papers were issued in error, has refused to sign
documentation for a Returned Resident Visa
because she says she has not returned from
anywhere and has been a citizen for 56 years.
Catherine, of Cairns, was given a one-month
bridging visa by the government and told she had
until October 31 to apply for citizenship or extend
the visa or she faced deportation.
She boarded a flight earlier this week and has been
in hiding to avoid being detained.
Mary-Anne told The Australian she had not been
treated as badly as her sister but the two-year
saga had taken its toll.
“The case officer threatened Cathy that Border
Force would come to her place, handcuff her and
put her in detention,” Mary-Anne said.
“It’s been very stressful.”
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Father and decorated serviceman John Bird:
‘It’s worried the hell out of me.’

John Bird, 91, who lives in Cooktown, north of
Cairns, and has been decorated with 12 medals
from four countries for his service during the war,
said the stress had exacerbated his health
problems.
“It’s terrible,” he said. “It’s worried the hell out of
me. Mary-Anne has been in the Army Reserve for

nearly 30 years but now all of a sudden she is
persona non grata.”
The US Army Small Ships Section was formed in
response to advancing Japanese forces in the South
Pacific and consisted of more than 3000 Australian
civilians contracted to serve alongside US soldiers.
Mr Bird was 15 at the time he became the sole
surviving crew member of the SS Fingal, which was
torpedoed during 1943.
His sister Nancy Bird-Walton dedicated many years
to serving the Royal Far West Children’s Health
Scheme and the Royal Flying Doctor Service.
A Department of Home Affairs spokesman said:
“People that are eligible to apply for Australian
citizenship by conferral under s21(7) simply need
to lodge an application as per requirements.”
*https://www.theaustralian.com.au/nationalaffairs/imm
igration/warherosdaughterawolfearingdeportation/news
story/bd50b3e4eeb7c16da59080d75037ffb5

The Father of Cooktown dies
By Sam Davis, 30 April, 2010 5:26PM AEST
but the plantation's no longer operative and there's
no work,'" says Hans Jr.
Cooktown was on the brink of becoming a ghost
town. The population was dwindling. Even worse,
none of the Looser family spoke a word of English.
"Jobs were very rare back in those days," Hans Jr.
says. "After that dad got a job in a sawmill and in a
short space of time it closed and there was still
nothing going so he got a job in the railway. Things
just got worse. The railway was classed as being
He may have enjoyed a beer, cigar and telling a good
uneconomic so it shut and dad was without work
story but Hans Looser Sr. won over just as many people
with his work ethic and selflessness. Mary Brooks - Used
again."
with permission.
With little money to pay for accommodation, Hans
Hans Looser came to Australia expecting to work went to see the local priest and asked if his family
on a pineapple plantation. During his 55 years in could stay in the upstairs area of the deserted, old
Cooktown, he did everything but, endearing himself convent. The priest agreed but it wasn't easy living.
to a community that was slowly becoming a ghost There was no running water or electricity in the
town.
convent.
In 1955 Hans Looser Sr. left his hometown of Isny Fitting in was difficult for Hans Jr. as well. His first
in Bavaria and journeyed by boat to Australia.
day of school he was picked on for wearing his
A baker by trade, he'd been promised a job distinctly German attire.
working on a pineapple plantation in Cooktown, Far "Mum and dad sent me to school with my leather
North Queensland.
pants and I got made fun of because they'd never
Germany in the aftermath of World War II had seen leather pants before," he says.
been a difficult place to live and hoping his young But for a nine-year old boy, Cooktown was a far
family would enjoy a better quality of life better experience than it was for his parents.
elsewhere, Hans had chosen Australia over "To me it was probably more of a big adventure
migrating to South Africa, Canada or New Zealand.
because it was all new, a new country, I'd never
When Hans, his wife, Katie, son, Hans Jr. and fished in my life and within a few days we found
daughter, Linda flew into the remote tropical town out there were fish to be caught off the wharf," he
on a DC3 Goonie Bird though, they were told some says.
unfortunate news.
"It was all an adventure [for me] whereas dad and
"We went out to the plantation and when we got mum would have been stressed of course because
there the owner said, 'Look I'm sorry to say this the work was disappearing, the town was going
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backwards and mum and dad would've been
stressing out at that time."
Around this time Hans Sr. received a letter from
home.
The mayor of Isny had written him asking him to
come back. It said that he knew things weren't
going well in Australia and that if he wanted, they
would pay for his fare back to Germany and give
him a job with the municipal brass band.
Hans Jr. says his father never even entertained the
offer.
"He always said Cooktown was our home and we
were going to make the best of it in Australia," he
says.
Stranded in a remote town without work, Hans Sr.
decided his best option would be to buy a business.
It would be the first of many.
"When people were leaving and businesses were
closing dad bought them up in the hope of keeping
them running so that people wouldn't leave. So we
ended up buying the picture house," Hans Jr. says.
"He took over the bakery which wasn't bad because
he was a baker by trade. Then he bought the
cordial factory and at the same time he bought the
grocery store.
In his most adventurous move, Hans Sr. moved
into tourism, a particularly bold and risky
investment in a town that people came to generally
by boat.
"He built a caravan park because he got the idea of
doing tours and buses coming out had nowhere to
stay so he started a bit of a camping area behind
the main street," his son says. "Nothing came by
road in those days. People were coming up to
Cooktown and saying, 'We'd like to see Cooktown.'"
"Dad got a taxi but it could only take three people
so if a dozen people turned up it just didn't work
out so he bought a bus and from there on it just
progressed. We bought two buses and started
making tours to Hopevale and Black Mountain."

In 1987, Hans Sr. would have an award presented
to him by the Governor-General.
"He saw the potential in tourism and people coming
here, having a look and walking away thinking
Cooktown has a lot going for it," Hans Jr. says.
By investing in the town and inspiring others with
his dilligent work ethic, things started to improve.
Hans Sr. particularly enjoyed giving tours around
the area and his knack for telling stories won him
over with tourists.
On tours to Hopevale he would stop at Four-Mile
Hill which overlooks Cooktown and explain the
town's history with a thoughtful, articulate manner.
Later, the council decided that because he'd put
trees there and a park bench that they'd name the
spot after him.
"I used to having people coming to Cooktown
saying, 'I love talking to your dad.' They thought
he was a philosopher. He could talk for hours and
they found him very interesting to talk to," Hans Jr.
says.
"There was nothing about Cooktown he didn't know
and the feeling I had was he wanted Cooktown to
go ahead.
"He didn't want to go back to Germany because
he'd come here and he was going to make it his
home.
"He was a very stern man, very strict with the
family. I had to work hard in those days because I
was part of getting things going. I worked in the
pictures and driving buses, all that sort of thing
was done with the family.
"He was serious when working but he enjoyed a
beer and a cigar and sitting down and having a
yarn."
Hans Looser Sr. died on April 22, 2010. He was 88.
He is survived by his son, Hans and daughter,
Linda, four granddaughters and four great
grandchildren.
*http://www.abc.net.au/local/stories/2010/04/30/288
7408.htm

__________________________________________________

Feminist Re-Write of Mein Kampf = Publishable “Science.”
By Professor Doom, Friday, November 23, 2018
Contact Me: ProfessorDoom@yahoo.com
While the hard sciences are not immune to the big
far too arrogant to just leave everyone else alone (hi
problem in published scientific research—much of it
Education!).
cannot be reproduced—the “soft” sciences, that is to say
A group of scholars, so tired of having admin say “look at
the topics which didn’t even used to be called sciences
the sheer quantity of peer reviewed articles those social
(eg, they’re called “social sciences” now, but used to just
sciences departments get published! You other scholars
be “social studies” a generation ago) are rife with
SUCK!” finally decided to demonstrate what a farce the
“research” which barely qualifies as such.
far-Left of those sciences are:
Scholars have long known about this problem, but
there’s little we can do. The “ivory tower” nature of
higher ed means we generally don’t stick our noses in
other departments…even when those departments are

…medieval religious scholar Helen Pluckrose, author and
mathematician James Lindsay, and philosopher Peter
Boghossian—revealed that they had pulled the greatest
academic stunt in history. Over the course of ten
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months, they wrote 20 hoax papers in a field they
termed “grievance studies,” and then proceeded to seek
distribution in the world’s finest academic journals. Fully
seven of the twenty were approved; four were actually
published, and another three were in the process of
publication. The authors were even asked to peer-review
other papers based on the expertise they displayed in
their academic papers.
Article I’m quoting from is by Ben Shapiro. I’m not a
huge fan of his, he’s a little hit and miss in his
observations. Anyway, so three guys got together and
just cranked out hoax papers that sounded nice, to see if
it was as easy as it seemed to get published in these
very light fields.
What topics did they address?
“Going In Through The Back Door: Challenging The
Straight
Male
Homohysteria,
Transhysteria
and
Transphobia Through Receptive Penetrative Sex Toy
Use.” This masterpiece appeared in Sexuality and
Culture. Its thesis: straight men should be anally
penetrated by sex toys in order to become more
receptive to feminism and transgenderism, and to fight
rape culture.
The gentle reader should take extra time to consider the
above paragraph, to understand how truly off-the-wall
“research” in these bizarre fields is. The “research” such
as it, is simply an argument for anally penetrating
straight men, there’s no actual evidence provided it
would help fight “rape culture,” even if such exists at all.
“Human Reactions To Rape Culture And Queer
Performativity At Urban Dog Parks In Portland, Oregon,”
as published in Gender, Place and Culture. This article
theorized that heteronormativity was underscored by
watching dogs have sex with each other. This piece
received an award for excellence.
Again, the above isn’t research, it’s just an argument (at
best). And yet somehow papers like this bear just as
much weight as a paper detailing a new cure for a
disease, an easier method of solving difficult
mathematical problems, or a method for saving an entire
species of plant. You just crank this crap out, arguing the
ridiculous—but politically correct!—thing, and receive
awards for it.
Why would scholars do such a thing?
What was the goal of the hoax? The authors explained
that they had amassed evidence that there is “a problem
with bias in fields influenced by critical constructivist
approaches and assumptions.”
That’s no shock. Constructivism is perhaps the most
idiotic philosophy at work today in education, and it is
also one of the most prominent. The authors of the hoax
describe constructivism thusly: “an overarching (almost
or fully sacralized) belief that many common features of
experience and society are socially constructed. These
constructions are seen as being nearly entirely
dependent upon power dynamics between groups of
people, often dictated by sex, race, or sexual or gender
identification.”
Shapiro is being a little kind here, as there’s more to it.
As more and more (garbage) papers like this get
published, they gain a credibility far beyond what they
deserve. Ultimately, it leads to falsehoods like “men and
women are the same” because “we have many, many,
scientific research papers saying as much,” even as the

scientific papers
correct words.

provide

nothing

beyond

politically

Constructivism turns all of that on its head. In the view
of constructivists, meaning is assigned by the powerful;
there is no such thing as truth to be discovered. That
means that all language is malleable, all realities mere
social constructions. And that means that education is all
about tearing away at reality rather than learning about
it.
To clarify: this is ultimately why this crap is so easily
published. Since there is no objective truth, no need for
actual, reproducible, experiments, all you need do to be
successful is toe the party line.
Another site gives a more thorough discussion of all the
scholars did to perpetrate/justify their hoax. They really
were thumbing their nose at the whole debased system:
Another tough one for us was, “I wonder if they’d publish
a feminist rewrite of a chapter from Adolf Hitler’s Mein
Kampf.” The answer to that question also turns out to be
“yes,”
given
that
the
feminist
social
work
journal Affilia has just accepted it. As we progressed, we
started to realize that just about anything can be made
to work, so long as it falls within the moral orthodoxy
and demonstrates understanding of the existing
literature.
Even the works of Hitler can be politically correct now, as
long as the right groups are targeted…yikes.
To summarize, we spent 10 months writing the papers,
averaging one new paper roughly every thirteen days.
(Seven papers published over seven years is frequently
claimed to be the number sufficient to earn tenure at
most
major
universities
although,
in
reality,
requirements vary by institution.)
These papers were cranked out, every other week, with
the authors just taking wild shots at what topics might be
publishable, and little care to any actual scholarship.
Based on their success in creating publishable gibberish,
journals asked more of our hoaxing authors:
* 4 invitations to peer-review other papers as a result of
our own exemplary scholarship. (For ethical reasons, we
declined all such invitations. Had we wished to fully
participate in their culture in this way, however, it would
have been an unrivaled opportunity to tinker with how
far we could take the hypothesis that the canon of
literature within these fields gets skewed in part because
the peer-review process encourages the existing political
and ideological biases.)
Wow, what a missed opportunity to get inside the
sausage factory. Oh well. I point out that the above
offers were made despite the authors going out of their
way to be terrible scholars:
Our papers also present very shoddy methodologies
including incredibly implausible statistics (“Dog Park”),
making claims not warranted by the data (“CisNorm,”
“Hooters,”
“Dildos”),
and
ideologically-motivated
qualitative analyses (“CisNorm,” “Porn”). (NB: See
Papers
section
below.)
Questionable
qualitative
methodologies
such
as
poetic
inquiry
and
autoethnography (sometimes rightly and pejoratively
called “mesearch”) were incorporated (especially in
“Moon Meetings”).
The above really highlights the standards for publishing
in these fields. I feel the need to highlight what
happened here: admin, not scholars, took it upon
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themselves to give scholars awards for research. Your
typical administrator in higher ed today isn’t a scholar,
and is far more likely to be an ideologue than anything
these. In any event, all admin can do is count the
number of papers published; they simply cannot consider
quality, relevance, or standards.
And so journals in less legitimate fields publish nearly
everything, in a quid pro quo process with authors at
other journals.
In any event, the authors of these fake studies have
demonstrate their point quite well about the fundamental
fraud of these fields.
Too bad admin doesn’t care about fraud…they’re too
busy counting the number of papers published to care,
after all.
*www.professorconfess.blogspot.com
Add a comment
R Doom 1 day ago
Feminist Re-Write of Mein Kampf = Publishable
“Science.” By Professor Doom
While the hard sciences are not immune to the big problem in
published scientific research—much of it cannot be reproduced—

the “soft” sciences, that is to say the topics which didn’t even
used to be called sciences (eg, they’re called...
Biff Phuddle 10 hours ago
constructivism
communism ?

comes

from

communism

...

why

not

say

Alex Holub 12 hours ago
We can go back to around 1968 for "The Teachings of Don Juan"
by Carlos Castaneda to see this kind of situation. Investigations
into Castaneda had found him to be an excellent story teller. His
story of Don Juan, a supposed Yaqui Indian and his supposed
apprenticeship with him gave him both a Ph.D. from UCLA and a
lot of money by publishing his dissertation at the right time. Not
much different from "Mein Kampf."
Mark Leininger 1 day ago
No need to diss Hitler. He was spot on. The irony is, if he had
accomplished anything remotely approaching what he has been
accused of we wouldn't be dealing so much with all this
academic gobbledygook. For we know who's responsible.
*https://professorconfess.blogspot.com/2018/11/femin
ist-re-write-of-mein-kampf.html

________________________________________________

‘Blotting out Amalek’
Are we Jews really supposed to wipe out an entire nation as the Torah
commands, and who are they?
myjewishlearning.com
Question: The Torah says I’m supposed to wipe out the
nation of Amalek. Are they still around? How do we
know? What, exactly, do I have to do?
Answer: The Torah tells us to remember the nation of
Amalek that attacked the Israelites after they left Egypt.
Specifically, we are told to ‘blot out the memory of
Amalek from under heaven’ (Deut 25:19). Traditionally,
this was understood — in a morally complicated way —
to mean that Jews had an obligation to kill all
Amalekites: men, women, and children.
But since no one walks around these days claiming
Amalekite as their ethnicity, it’s tough to know who we
should be blotting out, or even what that blotting out
would entail.
This is an ancient problem. Already by the time the
Talmud was being written the rabbis taught that the
nations of the world had intermingled to the extent that
it was no longer possible to tell who was an Amalekite,
and who was not (Berakhot 28a). Thus, the mitzvah of
wiping out Amalek was effectively nullified.

Still, many commentators were left to struggle with an
initial mitzvah that seemed inhumane and immoral. How
could God command Israel to annihilate another nation
entirely?
Thirteenth-century Bible commentator Nahmanides
explained that the harsh measures meted out to Amalek
were justified because Amalek’s attack against Israel was
meant as an attack against God.

Had the war been simply political, God would not have
commanded Israel to blot out the enemy nation
completely, but because Amalek was motivated by a
desire to prove their superiority to God, they were
deserving of such punitive measures.
Nahmanides sees the mitzvah of destroying Amalek as a
challenge to Israel. He explained that the mitzvah could
only be carried out from a sense of protecting God’s
honor, and following God’s commandments, not out of a
sense of revenge. And he stipulated that only a person of
‘prodigious merit’ would be able to stand such a
remarkable test. (Nahmanides’ Commentary on the
Torah, Deut 25:17)
Other commentators have understood Amalek not as a
nation or ethnicity, but rather as a mindset or ideology.
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In the 12th century, Maimonides wrote that the
commandment to wipe out Amalek only applied when
Amalek refused to make peace with Israel (Hilkhot
Melakhim 6:4). This seems to imply that it is not the
nationality which is a problem, but rather the warmongering spirit of Amalekites.
So if we can’t locate any more Amalekites, is there any
way to continue to observe the commandments that are
concerned with that nation?
Rabbi Alan Odess, a teacher at Alexander Muss Institute
for Israel Education, does think of Amalek as the specific
nation that attacked the People of Israel, but he believes
that, ‘There are characteristics, underlying values, that
Amalek exemplified,’ such as attacking the weak and
defenseless. Though there have been other societies with
similar ideas of targeting the weak (Nazi Germany, for
instance), Rabbi Odess doesn’t consider these societies
to technically be Amalekites, and so they’re not subject
to the commandment that requires us to blot out
Amalek. Instead, Rabbi Odess suggests that the most
practical application of the mitzvah to blot out Amalek is
to ‘build positively, to add light and kindness to the
world.’
Rabbi Yehuda Amital, Rosh Yeshiva (head) of Yeshivat
Har Etzion and a former member of the Israeli cabinet,
has said that the problem with Amalek was that it had an
ideology of non-ideology, of complete randomness. This
idea comes from Deut 25:18, where it says that Amalek
‘karkha baderekh’ –happened upon the People of Israel.
This implies that the attack was random. Whoever
Amalek ran into, it attacked, regardless of political
ambition. According to Rabbi Amital, Jews can blot out
Amalek by living purposefully, with an objective,
direction, and values.
Looks like we’ve been let off the hook in terms of getting
rid of a nation, but we still have to do those pesky good
deeds. Darn!

--------------------------------------------Mark Glenn comments:

If in the New Testament or the Qu’ran there were a
section calling upon Christians and Muslims to ‘blot out’
an entire people–men, women and children–who had
attacked them, we would NEVER hear the end of it.
In fact, truth be told, we ALREADY don’t hear the end of
it at all, as Jewish interests are constantly screeching
about the ‘anti-Shemitism’ found in Christian and Islamic
texts and how it has contributed to the undeserved
suffering of GAAAAWD’S chosen people throughout the
centuries.
But, back to the original point–that there is even a
question being raised about the Judaic duty AS

COMMANDED IN THE TORAH to exterminate an entire
people–men, women, and children, is very instructive in
terms of the mental illness that afflicts these people and
the danger in which we all find ourselves as a result.
As a little tidbit of interesting and important information,
it needs to be understood that according to Judaic
‘scholars’, the Amalekites are understood to be the
descendants of Esau, the brother of Jacob (later renamed ‘Israel’) who was robbed of his rightful
possessions after his brother engaged in the typically
Judaic business of chicanery and lying.
According to these same Judaic ‘scholars’, the modernday descendants of Esau are–drum role please–Persia
and Rome.
Therefore, the Judaic commandment AS FOUND IN THE
TORAH AND NOT THE TALMUD to ‘blot out’ an entire
people equates to exterminating the West and Iran.
Some ‘scholars’ also include Arabs into this mix
whenever it suits their argument for wiping out the
Palestinians.
Now, let us just examine for a moment the direction in
which our esteemed Hebraic author ultimately takes this
question and answer session–That today, ‘blotting out
Amalek’ should be done through the process of imposing
Judaic values upon them and thus in giving them ‘light
and direction’.
In
other
words,
‘conversion’,
cultural
submersion/replacement and ‘assimilation’ with ‘Jewish
values’.
This is exactly what has taken place as a result of the
last century and the incontestable control (which Jewish
interests claim to not possess but do) over the media,
academia, and information. As a result of this drip-bydrip/drop-by-drop poisoning of the Gentile mind, at least
in the West, ‘Esau’ has now been turned into Jacob (later
named Israel) in all but name.
Now, the reason this is important is because of what
takes place on a regular basis whenever Gentiles criticize
the darkness of Judaic culture and express (or actually
manifest) their desire to ‘convert’ the Judaites and to
bring them into the light of Gentile thinking, culture, and
civilization. The ADL and all other assorted groups mount
a coordinated screeching campaign against ‘assimilation’
and condemn it in what has recently been termed a
‘Holocaust’ of sorts, where Jews abandon their Judaism
in favor of facing West instead of East.
What it all underscores–whether ‘Amalek’ is ‘blotted out’
literally (as takes place in Gaza, Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan,
Yemen, Libya, etc) or whether it takes place through
control of the media and its transmogrification of Gentile
society into a Judaic one, is the truly deranged and
demented nature of the Judaic mind that believes it is
incumbent upon the follower of Judaism to engage in
such business.
*https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/2018/01/28/blott
ing-out-amalek-are-we-jews-really-supposed-to-wipeout-an-entire-nation-as-the-torah-commands-and-whoare-they/#more-184897

***
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#1 by Jesus Disciple aka Awakened2Truth
on 11/15/2017 - 9:34

You “Mark Glen’ .. there are not enough words to express
how utterly evil and past 100% self deluded/selfdeceived you are that you were sent by the real Jesus.
You warp and twist and misrepresent and abominably
insult God/Jesus and His Scriptures so insanely to your
own destruction (2Peter3:15-16), that you really are
truly 100%+ so diabolically vainly blind to your own act
of pouring jet fuel on the pyre daily that you have set up
for yourself. You are truly abominable with how you just
utterly lie to your subscribers FOR YEARS about the
proper contextual comprehension of the Old Testament
and the New Testament (which of course non-born again
believers mishandle to their own demise) and thus you
are truly the steadfast fool who at death according to the
REAL Jesus (God), shall find himself in the lake of fire for
eternity, for not just primarily blaspheming the very
God/Jesus you claim in your lunacy to be sent by
indirectly, but by how you have such brazen unbelievable
audacity to claim that the Qur’an has NO command to
slay the infidels (non Islamists), when THERE ARE 130+
PLUS VERSES IN THE QUR’AN CALLING FOR IT
ADMITTED BY THE TOP IMAMS IN ISLAMIC NATIONS and
a history drenched in blood to prove it from the Hindu’s
to the Buddhists to the Sikh’s and on and on… The
Qur’an even TAKES from “JUDAISM”;
“We have already seen substantial evidence that any
notion of Pharisaism (or later rabbinic Judaism) as the
true and direct descendants of the Old Testament is
contradicted by the most fundamental assumptions of
one Mishnah-tractate after another. These stand wholly
separate from the Priestly Code… and generally
contradict it!” –Jacob Neusner A History of the Mishnaic
Law of Purities (Brill Academic, 1974), p. 7. – ISBN-10:
9004038973
The Universal Jewish Encyclopedia confirms that Judaism
is based on the teachings of the Pharisees and not upon
the Law of Moses: “The Jewish religion as it is today
traces its descent, without a break, through all the
centuries, from the Pharisees. Their leading ideas and
methods found expression in a literature of enormous
extent, of which a very great deal is still in existence.
The Talmud is the largest and most important single
member of that literature.” – Vol. VIII, p. 474 (1942).
…and you never seem to ADMIT THAT ONE of course,
because it obviously DESTROYS so MANY articles you
authored which proves if you were REALLY about
“TRUTH” which comes from God/Jesus Himself, you

would have recanted and accepted you are irrevocably
wrong, and repented of it, but you don’t, the absolute
evidence of a true wilfully ignorant/proud vain son of the
Devil Himself. … but hey, “Mark Glen”, sure seems like a
pseudonym for an Islamist pretending to be american or
even a wanna-be physical Israelite purposely playing the
role of ‘anti-Israeli’… you WILL burn white hot for you
have already blasphemed the Holy Spirit which is the
unforgivable sin, and it’s all your fault, no one else’s.
Mark Glenn comments:
As a general rule, whenever ‘Jesus Disciple’ pops up in
the comments section his mad rantings are summarily
deleted, since experience hath shown that unstable types
such as this feed off of the reactions which they cause in
others.
As a dedicated public servant however, I posted this to
underscore the extent of the problem we all face.
It is not just the Jews and the mental illness (s) with
which they themselves are afflicted and suffer that is the
totality of the problem (s) we all face, but as well, those
‘non’ Jews claiming to be Christian (and sadly, in some
cases even, Muslim as well) who are unable/unwilling to
come to rational grips with the inherent evil contained
with Judaism going ALL THE WAY BACK to the very seed
which rooted itself in mankind’s affairs thousands of
years ago.
In this case, as I pointed out in the ed notes section, it is
a rabbi who is discussing Amalek and genocide in the
Torah. Those were not/are not MY words, but his, in
other words, it comes from the HIGHEST authority and–
borrowing an old and often used phrase–right from the
horse’s mouth.
And yet, despite this, our deranged and deluded ‘Jesus
Disciple’, unable to utilize the (presumably) rational brain
with which he was born, comes up with THIS. And as
much as some will tsk, tsk, tsk all of this while imagining
some ‘distance’ that exists between them and ‘JD’, the
fact of the matter is this–ANYONE, of whatever stripe–
Christian Zionist, Christian Identity, Protestant, Catholic,
(traditional
or
otherwise)
Orthodox,
Muslim–
WHATTHEFREAKEVER–who entertains for a microsecond
that somehow the Torah, Old Testament, etc, and its
exhortations to murder entire swaths of people based
upon what one guy claims were voices in his head from
GAAAAWD commanding such, is somehow ‘holy’ and
representative of the will of the creator is part of the
problem and not part of the solution.
As Jesus Himself said on numerous occasions, you
cannot serve 2 masters.
*https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/2016/02/25/antinwo-primer/deuteronomy-7/

***
Mike Pence’s Holocaust Day Message With
‘Christian Imagery’ Sparks Jewish Outrage
Angry users call out vice president for ‘shameful’
and ‘tone-deaf’ tweet commemorating Jewish
Holocaust victims. The Hebrew translation of the
imagery and wording he chose, however, is quite
common in Israel
Allison Kaplan Sommer, Jan 28, 2018 8:40 PM
U.S. Vice President Mike Pence has been excoriated on
Twitter by Jews offended by what they view as his use of
“Christ imagery” when memorializing Hitler’s victims on
International Holocaust Remembrance Day.
Pence tweeted a video of him and his wife Karen laying a
wreath and taking a tour of the Yad Vashem Holocaust
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memorial in Jerusalem during their visit to Israel last
week. In the tweet, he paid tribute to what he called the
“6 million Jewish martyrs of the Holocaust who 3 years
after walking beneath the shadow of death, rose up from
the ashes to resurrect themselves to reclaim a Jewish
future.”
Angry replies to his tweet charged that Pence, an
evangelical Christian, imposed – consciously or
unconsciously – a Christian religious narrative on the
tragedy that was disrespectful to the Jews who perished.
Critics described it as “shameful” and “tone-deaf.”
One wrote: ‘Are you referring to my Jewish relatives who
died or survived in the Holocaust or did we become
embroiled into some sort of Jesus analogy?’ Another
called Pence’s use of the term resurrection ‘a Christiantinged euphemism as the word is rarely used out of that
specific context’ and accused him of ‘glossing over the
fact that they were murdered by saying they were
resurrected, just like the Jesus he claims to believe in.’
Another claimed that Pence ‘Jesus-ed all of us Jews
without our consent. What a smug, condescending
fraud.’
Another reads–‘Resurrect themselves’? Pence dishonors
the memories of the 6 million by co-opting them for the
political agenda of his evangelical base.’
Another–‘It’s from Pence’s religious perspective that my
murdered family members might be resurrected. But
they—and I—forcefully reject that cosmology. We don’t
believe what he believes. Believe what you want, man,
but I’d appreciate it if you could leave 6 million dead
Jews out of it.’
While Pence’s word choice may have been offensive to
many Americans because it sounds suspiciously close to
Christian terminology, the Hebrew translations of the
imagery and wording he chose is quite common in Israel.
The word ‘resurrection,’ which has strong Christian
connotations in English, is also a legitimate translation of
the Hebrew word tekuma, which also can be translated
as rebirth, recovery or revival. It is frequently used to
describe the establishment of the State of Israel
following the Holocaust in the phrase ‘Shoah v’tekuma.’
Some on Twitter objected to the use of the word ‘martyr’
as implying that the victims of the Holocaust sacrificed
themselves willingly rather than being murdered.
However, the word ‘martyr’ is translated into Hebrew as
kedoshim, which is the term most frequently used to
memorialize Holocaust victims in Israel.
The official name of Israel’s Holocaust memorial day is,
in fact, Holocaust Martyrs’ and Heroes’ Remembrance
Day.
Pence’s assertion that Jews ‘rose from the ashes’ is also
imagery that is not unfamiliar to Jewish or Israeli ears.
President Reuven Rivlin, in his eulogy for late Prime
Minister Yitzhak Shamir, said that ‘Shamir was a
symbol of Israel’s rising from the ashes of the Holocaust
to strength and staying power.’
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has also referred
publicly to Israel ‘rising from the ashes’ of the Holocaust,
as has World Jewish Congress President Ronald Lauder.
Beyond semantics, the larger issue is the implication in
Pence’s tweet of an actual Jesus Christ-style resurrection
of the Holocaust victims, through his statement that Jews
‘rose up from the ashes to resurrect themselves to
reclaim a Jewish future’ implies an actual return from the
dead. Pence’s reference to ‘3 years walking beneath the
shadow of death’ was interpreted by many as making a

deliberate parallel to the 3 days that passed between the
crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus Christ.
‘I really thought last year’s thing where they left out the
Jews was a Holocaust Remembrance Day low point but
Pence has taken this to new places in an amazing way.’
Another feral Judaite writes–
‘..rose up from the ashes to resurrect themselves..’?
Maybe next time, Pence should describe the Holocaust as
‘The Jews’ cross to bear..’
‘Jews who were murdered during the Holocaust did not
‘resurrect themselves.’ They are all dead and most of
them not even buried. Mr. Pence should have left out the
term ‘resurrect,’ which offended many Jews,’ said Rabbi
Ron Kronish, an expert on interreligious relations and a
library fellow at the Van Leer Jerusalem Institute.
Kronish added that Pence’s ‘reference to a Jewish future
was very vague and unclear. If he meant that the
Holocaust led to the foundation of the Jewish State of
Israel, this is blasphemy since it somehow justifies the
Holocaust.’
The fact that ‘many Israeli politicians’ often commit this
sin themselves, he said, doesn’t make it right. ‘It would
have been better for him to have said nothing about the
Holocaust on this occasion if he or his advisers can’t
figure out a sensitive and serious way to say it,’
concluded Kronish.
The controversy comes a year after the Trump White
House came under fire for issuing an official message
that
omitted
Jews
for
International
Holocaust
Remembrance Day, and doubled down on the decision
when it was criticized.
This year’s White House message included a clear
reference to the Jewish victims, saying that ‘we take this
opportunity to recall the Nazis’ systematic persecution
and brutal murder of six million Jewish people. In their
death camps and under their inhuman rule, the Nazis
also enslaved and killed millions of Slavs, Roma, gays,
people with disabilities, priests and religious leaders, and
others who courageously opposed their brutal regime.’
Unlike last year, this year President Donald Trump
himself also made a point of mentioning Jews in his
tweet on the subject.
https://www.haaretz.com/us-news/mike-pence-sholocaust-day-message-sparks-jewish-outrage1.5768602

***
Mark Glenn comments: Let this be a lesson to the
possible/probable soon-to-be President, that no matter
how much you give them, no matter how far you bend
over for them, it is NEVER enough. They will always find
deficiency in anything and everything that is done for
them and are in effect a bottomless pit of greed,
covetousness, gluttony and kvetching. No matter what
they are given, the automatic and autonomic response
on their part is always and invariably, ‘well, that’s great
goy, but what have you done for me lately?’
***
How They Do It–
‘Don’t Make the Mistake of Thinking Auschwitz is
just mere History’

73 years after the camp’s liberation, with
nationalism and racism rising and our our
democratic societies appear to be regressing, we
must re-engage with the lessons of the Holocaust
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and ask ourselves if we’ve become apathetic to
human suffering
Piotr M.A. Cywiński, Jan 27, 2018 4:36,Haaretz.com

A protester against the new Austrian government which
included a far-right party with Nazi roots. Vienna, Austria.
December 18, 2017Joe Klamar / AFP

73 years ago, the remaining 7000 prisoners at the
Auschwitz concentration and extermination camp was
liberated by the Red Army.
Right before their escape, the Germans blew up those
gas chambers and crematoria which were still
operational. Nazi soldiers forced over 100,000 prisoners
deep into Germany in order to continue using them as a
slave labor force. Those who survived spent all their lives
as witnesses for those who perished.
Today, Primo Levi, Elie Wiesel, Wadysaw Bartoszewski,
Israel Gutman, Simone Weil, Imre Kertesz and many
others are no longer among the living. We, the post-war
generation, remain more and more alone with the burden
of their experience.
It is difficult to deny that we are still unable to manage
this burden properly. And I am not referring to defending
the facts. The entire modern world is now living more
and more as if they have not learned much from the
tragedy of the Shoah and the concentration camps.
The world was supposed to look different after WWII.
Global dialogue and co-operative institutions, such as the
United Nations, were being built. After the war, it
seemed that the world would have to be re-thought.
In Western Europe the process of states, nations and
societies coming together developed to a high degree,
and became the European Union. This partnership was
based on a common market which, in place of past
models of co-existence formed around the illusive
balance of power, made the co-operation and developing
interdependence of its member states its main
foundations.
New legal frameworks of crimes against humanity were
developed and accepted and the UN drew up a definition
of the crime of genocide. There was recognition of the
role of non-governmental organizations and their full
expansion after the war enhanced the influence of civil
society on government. The shape of those informal,
autonomous social structures no longer imitated the
paramilitary culture that was so common before the war
among different kinds of brotherhoods, corporations and
associations.
The
Church
and
other
religious
organizations felt the new spirit of ecumenism.
Due to the tragedy of the loss of so many civilians, this
war was not like any other war. Auschwitz became its
most prominent symbol.
But, at the time, there was not enough courage for real
justice. Among approximately 70,000 SS members
working in concentration and extermination camps, only
about 1,650 were punished in post-war trials.
Furthermore, the punishment was, in the majority of

cases, irritatingly and obviously not enough – a few
years of imprisonment, often suspended. It should thus
not surprise anybody that many of them later shared a
feeling of impunity.
Today we see that these post-war efforts – however
legitimate and well thought-out they seemed at the time
– did not withstand the test of time.
We are unable to efficiently react to new manifestations
of genocidal frenzy. Starvation and death caused by
continuous conflict in central Africa are not treated as
priorities by our governments. The arms trade and
exploitation of underpaid labour overwhelm the poorest
regions of the world. The United Nations has ceased to
guarantee any kind of hope. The European Union is
devoured by internal apathy.
And at the same time, our democracies are suffering
from an increase in populism, national egotism and new
forms of extreme hate speech. The remilitarization of
relationships between people desecrates our streets and
cities. Have we really regressed that much in the last two
or three generations?
In two years we commemorate the 75th anniversary of
the liberation of Auschwitz, (the culminating point of the
15th International Holocaust Remembrance Day), we
should ask ourselves several questions to ensure this day
does not become yet another commemoration event,
with the same words and phrases being repeated,
slogans that fail to resonate despite the backdrop of
remains of concentration and extermination camps.
What is happening to our world and to us? Has memory
ceased to constitute a commitment? And if it is hope that
dies last, then where else is it to be rooted, if not in
memory? Do we really have to complain about a lack of
vision in order to justify our shallowness in reinforcing
the good? Does lack of authority justify the promotion of
vanity? Should the lack of statesmen allow for the
emergence of voices that are not mature enough to
handle their own responsibility? Have the results of
opinion polls and social media memes become a
permanent dictate of our choices? Does the market really
need only those who are convinced of their inherent right
to convenience and who do not realize that they also
have duties, however uncomfortable they are?
Have we become that efficient at smothering our
responsibility to act and instead sit, complacently, behind
the door of our “incapacity to do anything” even with
respect to the most awful human tragedies?
In a culture that tries to live without being conscious of
death, is there still any place for the commemoration of
victims? Does the cacophony of individual and equally
important stories – to which everyone is naturally
entitled – still entail a liberating moral message? Does
the total of human self-satisfaction constitute the most
efficient measure of good in this world?
Seeing how absurdly unmatched to modern challenges
education has become, why are we unable to change its
direction? Have we become too enamoured of a
transactional educational system that prepares students
only for quantitative achievements? Is the proportion
between the number of lessons like mathematics
compared to classes such as ethics, the knowledge of
using mass media wisely, civics and the knowledge of
internal threats for society, the ability to organize civil
opposition; the skills to create aid projects – really
justified?
Why does the history we teach remain only a safe study
of the past, whilst matching all present circumstances,
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without presenting any distinct correlations with the
current world and the increasingly insecure future?
We do not want to answer these questions ourselves, so
it is easier to put them away, ridicule or discredit them.
And it does not matter what is happening in Congo,
Myanmar or in a neighbouring district or stadium. This
does not change the fact that our children – the future of
everything we should care for – learn more about
sacrifice, dignity, responsibility or ideals from the new
Star Wars film than from ourselves or at school.
Apathy has embraced us not because we do not see
great visions for the future, but because we have veiled
the image of our shared, common – even the closest –
past.
This apathy is so deep that today – maybe for the first
time in the history of mankind – while assessing the
course of events in so many places, distant and close to
us, it is so difficult for us to distinguish what still
constitutes peace from what has already become war.
Memory and responsibility do not match anymore. This is
how our entire civilization is now, at its own request,
deprived of its own experience.
Are we going to let Auschwitz fade away and become
part of history, just as we need it the most, just as
populism, xenophobia, anti-Semitism and other racist
ideologies intensify in many places all over the world?
Should we launder it of its moral lessons and reposition
it, toothless and sterile, in the mathematics section?
***
Mark Glenn comments: The author is–accidentally in
this case–right, albeit in ways which he did not imagine
or foresee.
Amidst all the usual hoo-haa surrounding all discussion of
the Hollerco$t, the one thing that is not discussed and
never will be are the organic, predictable, and
diagnosable reasons for it.
Putting aside all the ‘mathematics’ of it (i.e. the ironcad/carved in stone number of 6 million as if it were the

11th commandment brought down by Moses from Mt.
Sinai) the manner in which the entire event needs to be
seen and understood is as the organic, predictable, and
inevitable reaction on the part of Gentile societies to the
aberrant, obnoxious, elitist, duplicitous, treacherous,
invasive and toxic nature of both Judaism and the
behavior that it inevitably produces amongst its
adherents on a social and political level. It–the
Hollerco$t–was the political, cultural, and social
equivalent of all previous fevers that arose in Gentile
societies after coming into direct contact with the
dangerous and viral nature of Judaism, going all the way
back to that story in the Book of Genesis where it is
described that Abraham sold his wife Sarah into sexual
slavery to Egypt’s Pharaoh under the guise that she was
Abraham’s ‘sister’, and the Pharaoh, upon learning of the
‘treacherous’ (the adjective used in Genesis) manner in
which Abraham behaved, ordered both of them kicked
out.
Indeed, as our esteemed author, writing for this overtlyJudaic website states accurately and honestly, the
Hollerco$t is not just ‘history’ in the sense that it
happened once and will not take place again. The Jews,
driven as they are by the intellectual energy of both their
Torah and Talmud, both of which function as adrenal
glands of sorts, pumping aggressive behaviors and
instincts into the bloodstream of Judaism’s adherents as
if they were predators on the hunt for fresh meat, will
continue–INSTINCTIVELY–to deal with those Gentiles in
their midst in the same obnoxious, elitist, and duplicitous
protocols as their forbears did and with all the organic,
predictable, and inevitable Gentile reaction that has
always been the calling card of this entire sordid affair.
*https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/2018/01/28/howthey-do-it-dont-make-the-mistake-of-thinking-auschwitzis-just-mere-history/

_______________________________________________

From the Archives – a year ago! REMEMBER: This kind of hate propaganda appears always before
Christmas!

>>The real HATERS at work with a vengeance<<
---------------------------------

Accused Perth war criminal Charles Zentai
was ‘a loving man’ claim family
Nick Butterly | The West Australian, Thursday, 21 December 2017 7:00AM
The family of an accused Perth war criminal say he was a
loving parent wrongly pursued for a crime he did not
commit.
But Jewish groups say Charles Zentai should have been
extradited to face claims he murdered a young man in
nazi-occupied Budapest during World War II, while
warning Australia remains a haven for criminals from
many more recent conflicts.
Mr Zentai died in Perth last week, aged 96.
He was the subject of a high-profile war crimes saga that
attracted international attention.
The former Hungarian army conscript was accused of
beating Jewish teenager Peter Balazs to death and
throwing his body in the Danube River in 1944, allegedly
because he was not wearing the Star of David identifier
Charles Zentai outside of the Federal Court after
demanded by the nazis of Jews at the time.
the ruling.Picture: Sharon Smith
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Mr Zentai and his wife Rose came to Australia in 1950.
He lived quietly in Perth until 2005 when it was revealed
authorities in Budapest were seeking his arrest.
After a long court battle he was held in Hakea Prison
after the Gillard government approved his extradition.

Charles Zentai in 2010.
He was freed in 2012 after the High Court ruled the then
home affairs minister could not approve Mr Zentai’s
surrender for an offence that did not exist in Hungarian
law when it was committed.
Mr Zentai’s son Ernie Steiner had long protested his
father’s innocence, maintaining he was not in Budapest
when Mr Balazs died.
“He was an extremely kind and gentle and loving man,”
Mr Steiner said yesterday. “He was falsely accused and
we were never allowed to produce evidence of his
innocence in Australia.”
He said his father had worked for asbestos supplier
James Hardie and had mesothelioma.
But Executive Council of Australian Jewry director Peter
Wertheim said the case demonstrated Australia had a
lack of political will in hunting accused nazi war criminals.

A young Charles Zentai.
“The surviving relatives of Peter Balazs were not looking
for vengeance,” he said. “They wanted the whole truth
about what happened to Peter to be revealed after all
these long years, to put their anguish to rest. The loved
ones of any victim of an alleged murder would have
demanded no less.”
*https://thewest.com.au/news/perth/accusedperthwar-criminal-charles-zentai-was-a-loving-man-claimfamily-ng-b88695878z

*********

Obituary
ZENTAI (Charles):
In loving memory of our father Charles who passed away
13 December 2017. Born in Budafok, Hungary 8 October
1921. Husband of Rose (dec 2002) and father Gabriel,
Tom, Ernie and Eva. Much loved father-in-law of Valerie,
Marietta, Janine and Rossano. Grandfather to 10, Great
Grandfather to 13 and Great Great Grandfather to one.
Your kindness and strength of character will never be

forgotten. God be with you. Our special heartfelt thanks
to the devoted, caring staff at Meath Care Kingsley.
Funeral Director Info
Published in The West Australian on Dec. 16, 2017

*********

...and now here come the real
HATERS with their unspeakable incitement to
hatred… with all their feverish untested
assumptions…playing the victim to the full!
Tell that to the Palestinians!
----------------------MEDIA RELEASE:
Death of Karoly (Charles) Zentai
20.12.2017
Please find below the ECAJ’s media release
regarding the death of Hungarian-born Karoly
(Charles) Zentai, who reportedly died in Western
Australia on 13 December 2017.

MEDIA STATEMENT 20 DECEMBER 2017

Death of Karoly (Charles) Zentai
Australia has one of the finest and fairest legal systems
in the world, but as a society we have a long record of
failure to address historical injustices until it is too late.
For
decades,
government
and
non-government
institutions turned a blind, but often knowing, eye to
child sexual abuse, aboriginal deaths in custody, the
stolen children and the entry of war criminals into
Australia from conflicts all over the world.
A 2006 US-government commissioned report accused
Australia of having “an ambivalent” attitude to hunting
Nazi war criminals in particular, and a “lack of the
requisite political will”.
The case of Hungarian-born Karoly (Charles) Zentai, who
reportedly died in Western Australia on 13 December
2017, confirms this assessment. He was accused of
detaining and beating to death Peter Balasz, an 18 year
old Jewish youth, and throwing his body in the Danube
River in Nazi-occupied Budapest in November 1944.
In 2012, Australia’s High Court ruled that the Australian
government could not order Zentai’s extradition to
Hungary to face a criminal trial, because the offence of
“war crime” did not exist under Hungary’s laws in 1944.
The decision was widely criticised as a triumph of narrow
legalism over substantive justice. Dissenting judge Dyson
Heydon said that the Court’s decision was an “extremely
technical one”, noting that in reality Zentai was wanted
for “beating a Jew to death in Budapest in 1944”.
It might seem hard to imagine that a grey-haired old
man could have committed unspeakable crimes in his
youth, unrelated to any military operations that were
going on at the time. Australians are fortunate in never
having known the daily horror of living under a
totalitarian government. The very idea of killing a
teenage boy because of his religious or ethnic
background is well beyond the range of experiences of
most of us.
But there is something we can all understand. The
surviving relatives of Peter Balazs were not looking for
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vengeance. They wanted the whole truth about what
happened to Peter to be revealed after all these long
years, to put their anguish to rest. The loved ones of any
victim of an alleged murder would have demanded no
less. Now they will be denied even that small
consolation.
No accused Nazi war criminal has ever been punished in
Australia. The US, Canada and the UK all have a far
better record than Australia in bringing war criminals to
justice, extraditing them and stripping them of
citizenship.
Over the years Australia has accepted as citizens accused
war criminals not only from World War II but also from
the former Yugoslavia, Rwanda, Afghanistan, Indonesia
and Cambodia. They blend in seamlessly with the rest of
Australian society. Exploiting our tolerance and naivety,
they walk freely among us and our children.
Forgiveness can be a powerful healing sentiment in the
appropriate circumstances, but not when the wrongdoer
seeks no forgiveness, shows no remorse and does
everything possible to evade justice.
Anton Block
President

international obligations. These obligations reflect
Australia’s crime cooperation responsibilities to other
nations around the globe.
“The considered and methodical application of the
Extradition Act ensures that Australia is not a haven for
alleged criminals. It also ensures we cooperate
effectively, on matters of justice, with countries around
the world.” Mr O’Connor said.
But Zentai appealed. In February 2010 lawyers acting
for Zentai, appealed to the Human Rights Commission to
“safeguard their client’s rights”. In July 2010, Zentai won
his appeal against his extradition to Hungary at Perth’s
Federal Court where Justice Neil McKerracher ruled that
the Federal Government did not have the power to
extradite Zentai stating that the war crime charge did not
exist in Hungary at the time of Balazs’s murder.
The Simon Wiesenthal Centre’s chief Nazi-hunter Dr.
Efraim Zuroff issued the following statement:

Peter Wertheim AM
Executive Director

Contact:
Peter Wertheim AM | Executive Director
ph: 02 8353 8500 | m: 0408 160 904
e: pwertheim@ecaj.org.au | www.ecaj.org.au

***
Charles Zentai dead at 96
December 21, 2017 by J-Wire Newsdesk
Perth man Charles Zentai was imprisoned in 2009 in his
home city as the Hungarian government sought his
extradition to answer questions on the 1944 murder in
Budapest of 18-yr-old Jewish youth Peter Balazs has died
at the age of 96.
The extradition request was denied by the Home Affairs
Minister Brendan O’Connor and Zentai was freed.
Balazs was dragged from a tram in Budapest because he
was not wearing the mandatory Yellow Star of David. He
was savagely beaten to death in an army barracks and
his body dumped in the Danube. J-Wire has an ad from
the Budapest newspaper in which Balazs’s father appeals
for information on his missing son. Zentai had been
wanted by the Hungarian authorities for questioning
about the murder. Balazs was living under Swiss
protection.
Zentai’s son Ernie Steiner told media: “He was an
extremely kind and gentle and loving man. He was
falsely accused and we were never allowed to produce
evidence of his innocence in Australia.”
In 2009 Minister for Home Affairs Brendan O’Connor
determined that Mr Charles Zentai should be surrendered
to the Republic of Hungary to face prosecution for a war
crimes offence, which allegedly occurred in 1944.
“The Australian Government takes international crime
cooperation and allegations of criminal conduct, including
war crimes, seriously,” Mr O’Connor said.
“My decision is not one of determining Mr Zentai’s guilt
or innocence. It was about deciding whether or not Mr
Zentai should be surrendered to Hungary in accordance
with
Australia’s
extradition
legislation
and
its

Dr Efraim Zuroff
“The fact that Karoly (Charles) Zentai died a free man
without being tried for his crimes is a testament to the
complete failure of the Australian government to hold the
Nazi war criminals and collaborators who found a refuge
in Australia accountable for their role in the
implementation of the Nazis’ Final Solution of European
Jewry.
While Australia deserves credit for passing a special law
to enable prosecution of Holocaust perpetrators living in
the country, its judiciary failed to punish any of those
brought to trial, and its political leadership closed down
the Special Investigations Unit established to investigate
these cases, long before it should have.
This unfortunate decision, allowed quite a few
individuals, such as Karlis Ozols and Konrad Kalejs of the
Latvian Arajs Kommando, Leonas Pazusis of the
Lithuanian Ypatingasis burys, and Argods Fricsons of the
Latvian Security Police, who served in notorious units
which murdered many thousands of innocent Jews and
others, to escape justice and enjoy the numerous
benefits of living in one of the world’s best democracies.”
The Executive Council of Australian Jewry states:
Australia has one of the finest and fairest legal systems
in the world, but as a society we have a long record of
failure to address historical injustices until it is too late.
For
decades,
government
and
non-government
institutions turned a blind, but often knowing, eye to
child sexual abuse, aboriginal deaths in custody, the
stolen children and the entry of war criminals into
Australia from conflicts all over the world.
A 2006 US-government commissioned report accused
Australia of having “an ambivalent” attitude to hunting
Nazi war criminals in particular, and a “lack of the
requisite political will”.
The case of Hungarian-born Karoly (Charles) Zentai, who
reportedly died in Western Australia on 13 December
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2017, confirms this assessment. He was accused of
detaining and beating to death Peter Balasz, an 18 year
old Jewish youth, and throwing his body in the Danube
River in Nazi-occupied Budapest in November 1944.
In 2012, Australia’s High Court ruled that the Australian
government could not order Zentai’s extradition to
Hungary to face a criminal trial, because the offence of
“war crime” did not exist under Hungary’s laws in 1944.
The decision was widely criticised as a triumph of narrow
legalism over substantive justice. Dissenting judge Dyson
Heydon said that the Court’s decision was an “extremely
technical one”, noting that in reality Zentai was wanted
for “beating a Jew to death in Budapest in 1944”.
It might seem hard to imagine that a grey-haired old
man could have committed unspeakable crimes in his
youth, unrelated to any military operations that were
going on
at the time. Australians are fortunate in never having
known the daily horror of living under a totalitarian
government. The very idea of killing a teenage boy
because of his religious or ethnic background is well
beyond the range of experiences of most of us.
But there is something we can all understand. The
surviving relatives of Peter Balazs were not looking for
vengeance. They wanted the whole truth about what
happened to Peter to be revealed after all these long
years, to put their anguish to rest. The loved ones of any
victim of an alleged murder would have demanded no
less.
No accused Nazi war criminal has ever been punished in
Australia. The US, Canada and the UK all have a far
better record than Australia in bringing war criminals to
justice, extraditing them and stripping them of
citizenship.
Over the years Australia has accepted as citizens accused
war criminals not only from World War II but also from
the former Yugoslavia, Rwanda, Afghanistan, Indonesia
and Cambodia. They blend in seamlessly with the rest of
Australian society. Exploiting our tolerance and naivety,
they walk freely among us and our children.
Forgiveness can be a powerful healing sentiment in the
appropriate circumstances, but not when the wrongdoer
seeks no forgiveness, shows no remorse and does
everything possible to evade justice.
http://www.jwire.com.au/charles-zentai-dead-at-96/

***

Zentai dies at 96
January 7, 2018

Charles Zentai, who died in December 2017,
allegedly killed a young Jew in Budapest in 1944
because he was not wearing a yellow Star of
David…
*https://www.jewishnews.net.au/zentai-dies-96/72782

Neue Route über das Mittelmeer:
Jetzt kommen sie nach Spanien

_________________________________________________
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Die Karte von Deutschland, Frankreich und Belgien mit den Todeslagern für deutsche Soldaten
unter Eisenhowers Oberbefehl 1945-1948
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Breaking News- Khashoggi Case:

A Massive PsyOp Concocted by CIA-MI6-Mossad –
SIBEL EDMONDS newsbud.com newsbud
Posted by BARRY on November 24, 2018 at 8:00pm - View Blog

sought by both US and UK players due to his
connections
UK (MI6) concocted the plans (or fakery) to kidnap
Khashoggi

*This is an Urgent Summary Report on the Khashoggi
Case. I will be following this up with a detailed article
series and video reports at Newsbud. Also, at the bottom
this report I have a brief status report for my amazing
Newsbud Community Members, explaining my threemonth absence.

After 55 days covering the Jamal Khashoggi Case,
24 X 7, on the ground, in Turkey, with over 600
reports
and
analyses,
via
my pinned
thread @sibeledmonds on Twitter (due to not
having access to my computers and being equipped
only with one cell phone), I am ready to conclude
and publicize my investigative report.
The Khashoggi Case is a massive PsyOp concocted
by MI6, CIA and Mossad, with the cooperation and
participation
of
certain
high-level
Saudi
Government intelligence officers.
For the first 53 days of my investigation of this
case, while posting reports and analyses via Twitter
posts on an almost hourly-basis, I had refrained
from a definitive conclusion, partly to protect my
sources, but also due to fulfilling the requirement of
having documents and at least two direct named
(and vetted/legitimate sources).
Yesterday
I broke the
news
on
the
bombshell revelations by Former Director of the
Turkish Military Intelligence Services, General
Ismail Hakki Pekin, via Oda TV Live Coverage on
Nov 21. See the 6-min video clip below
*http://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=5
&v=ftTx1saPF2I
General Pekin, an insider with a long career in
Intelligence who has high-level contacts and
sources within MI6, CIA and Mossad, made the
following statements (Summary Translation) while
risking severe backlash from the government here
in Turkey:
There has been intense behind the scenes
competition between the UK and US over ARAMCO
and its coming IPO, scheduled for 2020, via either
the London or New York Stock Exchange (Many
billions of dollars’ worth).
Jamal Khashoggi was/is very close to certain
ARAMCO Board Members, and has been a prize

The CIA and Mossad got involved in this UK plot.
The Fiancé was some sort of honeytrap most likely
connected to MI6, or possibly the CIA, and is not
who “they” claim she is-not genuine.
They may have selected Turkey as a secondary
target to damage its reputation- With the US
aiming to set up a Kurdish State in Northern Syria
and the possibility of ending its alliance with Turkey
I’ve been seeking a second legitimate “Named”
source for the above information, which I had
already gathered weeks prior to General Pekin’s
revelations. On November 1, a trustable source, a
newspaper editor and investigative journalist with
history and expertise in Intelligence matters in
Turkey, Ergun Diler, based on multiple high-level
Intel
sources,
leaked explosive
information
revealed by General Pekin with added details and
specifics- See translated summary highlights:
The behind-the-scenes clash between the US and
Britain has shaken the foundations of global
intelligence.
On September 11, 2018, MI6 intercepted Saudi
communications pertaining to plans to kidnap or
eliminate Khashoggi. They notified the CIA and had
three meetings in connection with these intercepted
plans.
MI6 also sensed that the CIA might actually be a
participant in Khashoggi plans intercepted from
Saudi communications
On September 15, MI6 actually contacted
Khashoggi and warned him of the plans against him
(possible kidnap or elimination in Turkey) by the
Saudis. Khashoggi was fully briefed, and was aware
of the plans.
Why would Khashoggi go to the Saudi Consulate
despite being warned of the plans weeks in
advance?
Since no body (or body trace) has ever been found
or seen, there is the possibility of Khashoggi being
alive, and the possibility of this being a joint MI6CIA concocted game with him as an active/willing
participant.
From day 5 of the case I’ve been in the position of
debunking the mainstream media’s narrative and
reports based on researching the case and
Khashoggi comprehensively, contacting sources
here in Turkey and in the United States, including
former
and
current
intelligence
and
law
enforcement experts, insiders, and journalists’
under-pressure here in Turkey. In fact, since day
one of this case, unanimously, the media has been
feeding the public around the world nothing but
false and concocted information.
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Khashoggi is/was Not who the mainstream media
has been portraying. Right from day one the media
published and marketed a false portrayal of this socalled victim, and did so intentionally. Jamal
Khashoggi was not a journalist. He contributed less
than a handful of fluff opinion pieces for the
Washington Post (Of course a newspaper with a
long history of CIA partnership). He was Osama Bin
Laden’s partner and confidante through out the
80s. He’s been on the CIA team since 1982. In the
90s he worked as a liaison Intel officer for SaudiCIA cooperation. Starting in the mid-2000s he was
an active Arab Spring operative for several NGOs,
many of them funded by George Soros and the
CIA. Pretty much everything fed by the media
giving Khashoggi and his background almost a
saint-like status has been false. Intentionally.
I was the first and only person to debunk the media
reports on the alleged Turkish fiancé. Only a few
months before coming to Turkey, Khashoggi, while
still married in Saudi Arabia, married an Egyptian
woman in the US/Canada, with a public and
publicized wedding- a sharia wedding. I obtained
the pictures of his wedding and his new wife. The
media, despite being fully aware of this, omitted
this fact from their coverage. How could he meet
this alleged Turkish woman and get engaged to her
while on honeymoon with this new wife?
Then there is the background of this fiancé as an
active member of the Muslim Brotherhood, her time
in Egypt, and her connections to Soros-Funded
Arab Spring NGOs. And let’s not forget her everchanging story and timeline for the day Khashoggi
entered the Saudi consulate. Again, for all the
relevant documents, pictures, analyses and
timeline on this alleged fiancé please go through
my Pinned Khashoggi Thread with 600+ entries.
Instead of detailing all my Khashoggi coverage and
making this a lengthy and complex article I am
going to direct you to my twitter thread with
hundreds of facts and analyses. In the next few
days I will begin producing a series of videos
talking about the case in depth.
**For my Newsbud community members and
friends, after two unexpected surgeries in August I

came to Turkey in September to open our Middle
East-Central Asia-Caucasus hub. Why? Because we
are at an historical turning point and there will be
much coming up on the Iran front, Turkey, Russia
… I want to be right in the middle of it all and with
access to sources that I no longer can
communicate with via our under-surveillance
communication channels. After a roller-coaster
period of recuperating, settling in a new country
with a child, and finding our new office-studio, I am
almost done setting up our computers, cameras,
and establishing a filming team. I will have regular
analyses and reports for my Probable Cause video
show, but I will also begin a new series
(announcement will come soon-in 2 or 3 weeks)
with a very interesting theme I know you will love.
I want to thank you for your patience during this
unexpected absence. Those of you who can please
follow my twitter posts @sibeledmonds for tons of
updates daily. None of this would have been
possible without your kind and generous support.
You are my partners and friends, and with that I
thank you all.
####

Sibel Edmonds is editor and publisher of Newsbud,
founder and president of the National Security
Whistleblowers Coalition (NSWBC), and author of
the acclaimed book Classified Woman: The Sibel
Edmonds Story, and The Lone Gladio, a Political
Spy Thriller. She has appeared on national radio
and TV as a commentator on matters related to
whistleblowers, national security, and excessive
secrecy & classification. She is the recipient of the
2006 PEN/Newman’s Own First Amendment Award.
Ms. Edmonds is a certified linguist, fluent in four
languages, and has an MA in public policy from
George Mason University and a BA in criminal
justice and psychology from George Washington
University.
This site depends exclusively on readers’ support.
Please help us continue by
*SUBSCRIBINGand/or DONATING.
*http://12160.info/profiles/blogs/breaking-newskhashoggi-case-a-massive-psyop-concocted-by-cia-mi6
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Students Who Made Apparent Nazi Salute in Photo Won’t Be Punished
By Christina Caron, Nov. 24, 2018
wrote in the letter, which was obtained by The Baraboo
News Republic.
The district investigated the episode for about 10 days
with help from the police.
The Wisconsin students who appeared to make a Nazi
“Despite our efforts, we are still unclear about some key
salute in a widely criticized photo will not be punished,
details,” the superintendent wrote on Wednesday.
the school’s superintendent said this week in a letter to
The photograph was taken by a parent in May before the
parents. The superintendent, Lori Mueller of the Baraboo
Baraboo High School junior prom, and was not
School District, said in the letter that the district was “not
commissioned by the school, the letter said. The boys in
in a position to punish the students for their actions”
the photograph, who were standing outside the Sauk
because of their First Amendment rights.
County Courthouse in downtown Baraboo, were current
“As previously stated, we cannot know the intentions in
and former students at the high school.
the hearts of those who were involved,” Ms. Mueller
A school district in Wisconsin said the First Amendment
prevented it from punishing students in this picture, in
which many are making what appears to be a Nazi salute.
CreditPeter Gust, via Associated Press
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In the photo, many of the students stand with one arm
raised, palms down and elbows locked straight, in a
gesture that looks identical to a Nazi salute. One student
in the front row is making the O.K. sign with his right

forefinger and thumb, a hand gesture that has been
adopted by white nationalists and is often used to troll
liberals.

The image drew outrage after it was posted on Twitter on
Nov. 11 by an anonymous Twitter account. The post
said, “We even got the black kid to throw it up.” (The
photograph appears to show one black student, who is
partly obscured.)
“We have worked very, very hard over the last six years
to make Baraboo very inviting and very inclusive,” Mayor
Mike Palm said the week the photo was shared on social
media. “Obviously, some of that has failed, based on this
picture, so we have a lot of work to do.”
The parent who took the photo, Peter Gust, posted the
image on his website, Wheel Memories, where it was
visible until Nov. 12, when it was deleted. It can still be
seen via the Wayback Machine, an internet archive.
A statement on Mr. Gust’s website said the page with the
prom photos had been modified because of “malevolent
behavior on the part of some in society.”
“To anyone that was hurt I sincerely apologize,” the
statement said.
Not all of the students in the photograph were gesturing.
Jordan Blue, a student wearing a red bow tie, could be
seen standing in the upper right corner with his hands at
his sides.
In a statement to Jules Suzdaltsev, a journalist, Mr. Blue
said that the photographer had instructed the boys “to
make the sign” and that Mr. Blue did not have time to
leave because the picture “was taken within five
seconds.”
He did not raise his arm because “I knew what my
morals were and it was not to salute something I didn’t
firmly believe in,” he said.
Brock Turkington, who also appeared in the photograph,
told the television station WISC that it was not supposed
to be a hateful gesture.
“As we were about to take that photo, the photographer
instructed the boys to give a ‘high-sign,’” Mr. Turkington
said in a statement to the station. “The photographer

instructed us to extend our arms out, no one knew what
a ‘high-sign’ was. I asked another student next to me
‘What are we doing?’ He responded, ‘Stick your arm
out.’”
“Looking at the picture now, I understand why people
believe it is related to anti-Semitism,” the statement
continued. “As an outsider, I would have the same
impression. That was never the intent at that time.”
Mr. Gust, the parent who took the photograph, also
insisted it was not meant to be a Nazi salute.
“I’d said to them, ‘O.K., boys, you’re going to say
goodbye to your parents, so wave,’” he told WISC,
adding that interpreting it as a hateful gesture was “dead
wrong.”
Baraboo is a town of 12,000 people about 40 miles
northwest of Madison. The population is 94 percent
white, according to the 2010 census.
When the photo began circulating online, the Baraboo
School District apologized, saying the image “has been
rightly
described
as
hateful,
frightening
and
disappointing” and pledging to host community programs
to address the actions of the students, which “deeply
hurt people around the world.”
On Monday, more than 200 people attended the first of
those forums, the superintendent’s letter said. Another
will be held on Thursday.
Ms. Mueller wrote that the image had been posted on
social media “to create harm.”
“Our focus is shifting to work with the students involved
on restorative practices to repair broken relationships
with peers, families and the community,” she said.
A version of this article appears in print on Nov. 25,
2018, on Page A21 of the New York edition with the
headline: Wisconsin Students Who Made Apparent Nazi
Salute in Photo Won’t Be Punished.
*https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/24/us/baraboowisconsin-nazi-salute-photo.html
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Adventures of the psycho parasites

The lies you still believe
THE BIGGEST WHOPPER? ISRAEL IS OUR FRIEND
By John Kaminski
others and has stuck with that story despite numerous
anecdotal evidence of multiple shooters including some in
helicopters, as well as the physical impossibility of the
task.
Officials got so confused about their own stories that
they finally stopped talking to the public about it, sticking
with their completely implausible lone nut fantasy.
The curious white ash patterns in the suburbs of San
Francisco in 2017 first revealed the fire-from-above
scenario through cell phone photos and now this same
portrait of a living hell has been eerily re-created in the
hills around Los Angeles, as well as in many portions of
northern California. Ordinary forest fires leave black
ashes and do not buckle bridges, melt car radiators or
--------------------------------------------------cause metal guardrails to burst into flames.
Nothing our government can say can ever be believed
There is a cosmic truth in the statement that the
until the suppressed truth of 9/11/2001 is finally
government
destroyed
Paradise,
California
with
revealed. Until then everything our government does is a
murderous lasers fired from satellites. That truth is the
sick charade meant to protect the criminals who have
government can murder anyone for any reason or for no
usurped our nation.
reason at all, which was the case in Vegas.
The reality in which Americans exist consists mostly of
And for the past year, random murders and vaporization
fabricated accounts designed to enslave the population to
of property and even whole towns show there is no
a world view that benefits only the controllers of misled
avenue of appeal from this new and barbaric government
dupes (us) who have been taught to accept their slavery.
reclamation project. And worse, there is no government
They’ve stopped trying to explain their false flag
authority to appeal to for help.
atrocities. After Malibu burned to a crisp, it’s more
With Snopes calling it a fraud (which means it’s actually
programming by actual examples now. If you’re going to
true), the new scandal matches the location of fires with
live in the country you’re going to get burned out, one
the planned route of California’s proposed high speed rail
way or the other.
system.
There’s nothing you can do to stop them. Just ask the
*https://usareally.com/2050-is-fecit-cui-prodestpeople who were vaporized in their cars one ugly
california-wildfires-map-lines-up-with-proposed-highCalifornia afternoon. And then contemplate what your
speed-rail-for-california
future portends.
Making this whole affair even smellier is the connection
These are government crimes
of Diane Feinstein’s multimillionaire husband Richard
Two disasters of 2017 — the Las Vegas concert shooting
Blum having already won in 2013 the billion dollar
and the strange fires in Marin and Sonoma Counties that
contract for the first phase of the construction project
torched houses but not the trees outside them — set the
from the suburbs of L.A. to Fresno.
stage for November’s disastrous fires in California which
*https://calwatchdog.com/2013/04/26/se-dianesignal a new era in American life — one in which
feinsteins-husband-wins-ca-rail-contract/
Americans are murdered by their own government for
If we had an actual real press not owned by Jews, every
geopolitical reasons unknown to the general public. In far
reporter in the world would be asking Trump why he had
too many cases, normal people just like yourself were
decided to torch California. But he’s too busy playing
incinerated in their own cars while trying to escape living
footsie with designated migrants on salary with Jewish
hells apparently caused by strange new weapons fired
millionaires massed at the border in Baja California.
down from the sky.
Perhaps one event obscures the focus on the other.
The government hires all these terrorists and stages all
*http://www.tomatobubble.com/bbb.html
these false flag fiascoes to prove to the population that it
There are numerous videos of them on YouTube.
really needs the government for protection, when
It’s rather interesting that America would test these
nothing could be further from the truth. It is our
weapons on itself.
government that is the greatest danger to all Americans.
If these unprecedented crimes were not inflicted on us by
It is the government that creates all these crises.
our insane government, now famous for such cynical
The only thing the government needs to protect us from
false flag operations as 9/11 and Sandy Hook, then there
today are all these low-IQ savages it has imported from
is a power above and beyond USA Inc. which American
the slums and jungles of the world who refuse to
government officials dare not interdict.
assimilate and, as in Sweden, rape and rob the local
The Las Vegas catastrophe marked a new era in the
population.
relationship between the police and the public because
I think everybody now knows that we would be a lot
the government stopped trying to explain — or solve —
safer without the government that we have now, and
the 2017 shooting deaths of 58 people at a country
have had for the past century. It all went south for
music concert. The government claimed a lone nutcase,
America when the Jews got the Federal Reserve Act
one Stephen Paddock, murdered 58 and injured 422
passed in 1913. Within a single century the value of a
--------------------------------------------------------
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dollar has sunk from one hundred cents to one cent, and
you absolutely know where all that money went.
Who’s in charge?
The majority of the population simply does not
comprehend the scope of Jewish influence on their lives.
Like me for most of my life, the people believe that Jews
are just another ethnic group.
Life is all about the money. Via their network of central
banks all wired to a base in Switzerland, Jews control
almost all the money in the world, which gives them
control of all the media in the world, which means they
control the minds, the desires and the political attitudes
of all the people in the world. The U.S. Treasury is little
more than an arm of Wall Street with a direct line
between the two.
First there is medicine, then there is school, followed by
entertainment, and most of all, the media —
newspapers, TV and movies — that mirror the reality you
live in, and distort it in favor of the men making money
from weapons, drugs and kidnapping children and selling
them for money.
Revisionist history is probably the most important
political issue in the world today, because current politics
are based on the artificial history propagated by Jewish
media throughout the world and these false distinctions
have enabled a neverending series of wars throughout
the 20th century.
Americans, deceived by the long suppressed truth about
World War II, tend to turn on Revisionists because of the
crass Holohoax propaganda that has deceived them.
Instead of 6 million Jews dead that Lester Holt on the
NBC evening newscast harps upon almost every night,
the real story is that the Jewish allies — the U.S., Britain
and the USSR — murdered at least 12 million defenseless
Germans AFTER the war, mostly by deliberate starvation.
Jew media don’t do many stories on that subject.
Jews control every facet of modern society. Soon all
citizens of every country in the world will be subjected to
a standardized test. Those who fail will be excluded from
society.
Anyone with a modicum of intelligence should have
realized by now that a single group of psycho parasites
has controlled the world for at least a century. At least
this is the centennial of one of their greatest triumphs,
The War to End All Wars. which because these freaks are
the greatest liars who ever lived, turned out to be The
War That Will Never End.
A new technique
The latest phase of Israel’s war on the world involves
sending millions of hungry refugees from countries still
largely excluded from the Technological Age rushing pell
mell into the streets of Europe, raping whom they may,
welcomed by the Commie agents who sabotage society
the same way they do in the U.S.
It’s like throwing sand in the gas tank of a car, many
thousands of Democratic voting welfare recipients are
surging toward America’s Southern border intent on
capsizing the greatest ship of state that the world has
known.
America is under attack. Its leaders are inextricably
linked to the enemy. In fact because, really, they work
for the same Rothschild company,
U.S. leaders are complicit in the trashing of the country
as they pile up many millions in their secret overseas

bank accounts. You can’t expect our oppressors to stop
expanding their advantages
Why am I here? I was put here by God to stop humans
from destroying the garden that provides everything they
need to live a long and happy life. And so were you.
Failure to recognize the Jewish sabotage of the American
republic has destroyed the United States and turned it
into another Banana Republic robbed of its valuables by
the international bankers.
We need to understand the hidden Jewish impact on the
world.
The heat of the fires betrays their unnatural origin.
Typical forest fires do not melt the aluminum in burned
out automobiles, nor they vaporize porcelain toilets in
immolated houses. Then there is the color of ashes: in a
normal fire the ashes are black; the ashes throughout
the California fire scenes, particularly the houses, are
usually whitish.
Here I see this one group vowing to destroy everyone on
Earth if the mad Jews in their desert fortress don’t get
their way.
No one’s friend
Israel is friend to no country. It only bribes and pampers
those witless countries that do its bidding. All the others
are constantly victimized by Jewish crimes, principally in
the financial area, but also in medicine and education,
providing cures such as statins that don’t work and cause
new afflictions as well, or history that is deliberately
slanted in favor of Jews.
Those who are wildly famous in the world have gained
their fame through the approval of the Jews
The Jews keep saying that anti-Semitism must be
eradicated so the Jews will no longer be the victims of
“hate”, but that is not the problem. The real problem is
Jewish criminality which cries of anti-Semitism serve to
conceal.
But everybody is afraid to say that, because if they do,
chances are good their paychecks will disappear, which
does in fact happen often in the real world.
Besides most acts of anti-Semitism are done by the Jews
themselves, to keep the theme alive in the public mind
and to convince other Jews to keep contributing to the
cause.
What Jews call anti-Semitism is what Gentiles call crimes
against humanity in every single area of human
endeavor.
Jews determine who will be the U.S. presidents and who
the U.S. will make war upon.
Jews put poisons in their medicines that cause many
more diseases than they pretend to cure.
Jews want to teach your children the most horrible things
society has proscribed for thousands of years.
It’s almost as if Jews arrived on this Earth from the pit of
hell and are determined to drag us all back there with
them.
And maybe this deed has already been done.
***
John Kaminski is a writer who lives on the Gulf Coast of
Florida, constantly trying to figure out why we are
destroying ourselves, and pinpointing a corrupt belief
system as the engine of our demise. Solely dependent on
contributions from readers, please support his work by
mail: 6871 Willow Creek Circle #103, North Port FL 34287
USA.
*pseudoskylax@gmail.com
*http://johnkaminski.org
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